Abstract-This paper presents a new explicit construction for locally repairable codes (LRCs) for distributed storage systems. The codes possess all-symbols locality and maximal possible minimum distance, or equivalently, can tolerate the maximal number of node failures. This construction, based on maximum rank distance (MRD) Gabidulin codes, provides minimum distance optimal vector and scalar LRCs for a wide range of parameters. In addition, vector LRCs that allow for efficient local repair of failed nodes are considered. Towards this, the paper derives an upper bound on the amount of data that can be stored on DSS employing minimum distance optimal LRCs with given repair bandwidth, and presents codes which attain this bound by combining MRD and minimum storage regenerating (MSR) codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
In distributed storage systems (DSS), it is desirable that data be reliably stored over a network of nodes in such a way that a user (data collector) can retrieve the stored data even if some nodes fail. To achieve such a resilience against node failures, DSS introduce data redundancy based on different coding techniques. For example, erasures codes are widely used in such systems: When using an (n, k) code, data to be stored is first divided into k blocks; subsequently, these k information blocks are encoded into n blocks stored on n distinct nodes in the system. In addition, when a single node fails, the system reconstructs the data stored in the failed node to keep the required level of redundancy. This process of data reconstruction for a failed node is called node repair process [1] . During a node repair process, the node which is added to the system to replace the failed node downloads data from a set of appropriate and accessible nodes.
There are two important goals that guide the design of codes for DSS: reducing the repair bandwidth, i.e. the amount of data downloaded from system nodes during the node repair process, and achieving locality, i.e. reducing the number of nodes participating in the node repair process. These goals underpin the design of two families of codes for DSS called regenerating codes (see [1] - [8] and references therein) and locally repairable codes (see [9] - [20] ), respectively.
In this paper we focus on the locally repairable codes (LRCs). Recently, these codes have drawn significant attention within the research community. Oggier et al. [12] , [13] present coding schemes which facilitate local node repair. In [9] , Gopalan et al. establish an upper bound on the minimum distance of scalar LRCs, which is analogous to the Singleton bound. The paper also showes that pyramid codes, presented in [17] , achieve this bound with information symbols locality. Subsequently, the work by Prakash et al. extends the bound to a more general definition of scalar LRCs [11] . (Han and Lastras-Montano [18] provide a similar upper bound which is coincident with the one in [11] for small minimum distances, and also present codes that attain this bound in the context of reliable memories.) In [10] , Papailiopoulos and Dimakis generalize the bound in [9] to vector codes, and present locally repairable coding schemes which exhibits MDS property at the cost of small amount of additional storage per node.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First, in Section II, we generalize the definition of scalar locally repairable codes, presented in [11] to vector locally repairable codes. For such codes, every node storing α symbols from a given field F, can be locally repaired by using data stored in at most r other nodes from a group of nodes of size r + δ − 1 < n, which we call a local group, where n is the number of system nodes, and r and δ are the given locality parameters. Subsequently, in Section III, we derive an upper bound on the minimum distance d min of the vector codes that satisfy a given locality constraint, which establishes a trade off between node failure resilience (i.e., d min ) and per node storage α. 1 The bound presented in [10] can be considered as a special case of our bound with δ = 2. Further, we present an explicit construction for LRCs which attain this bound on minimum distance. This construction is based on maximum rank distance (MRD) Gabidulin codes, which are a rank-metric analog of Reed-Solomon codes. The scalar and vector LRCs that are obtained by this construction are the first explicit optimal locally repairable codes with (r + δ − 1) n.
Finally, in Section IV, we discuss a hybrid construction, which optimizes repair bandwidth for given locality parameters (r, δ). In particular, we focus on locally repairable codes with local minimum storage regeneration (MSR-LRCs), where the code allows for a) having the maximal possible minimum distance for given locality constraints; b) minimizing storage overhead at each node given locality constraints; and c) minimizing the repair bandwidth for local repairs. We first provide an upper bound on the amount of data that can be stored on minimum distance optimal DSS given a fixed repair bandwidth. We then present codes, based on the combination of MRD and MSR codes, that attain this bound. We conclude the paper with Section V.
II. BACKGROUND

A. System Parameters
Let f be a file of size M over finite field F that needs to be stored on a DSS with n nodes. Each node is assumed to store α symbols over F. 
B. Vector Codes
where
Vector codes are also known as array codes. An
Constructions for MDS array codes can be found e.g. in [25] - [27] .
C. Locally Repairable Codes
In this subsection, we generalize the definition of scalar LRCs, presented in [11] to vector LRCs. Note, that definition of LRCs presented in this paper generalizes the notion of LRCs given in [10] , which is restricted to δ = 2.
Definition 2. We say that an
In order to store a file f on a DSS using an LRC, f is first encoded to a codeword of an LRC. Each symbol of the codeword is then stored on a different node. In particular, we have x i = c i , where x i denotes the content of ith node. Note that a node i in locally repairable DSS can be repaired by downloading data from at most r nodes in Γ(i)\{i}. In [11] , Prakash et al. present the following upper bound on the minimum distance of an (r, δ) scalar LRC:
It was established in [11] that a family of pyramid codes, presented in [17] , attains this bound and has information locality, i.e. only information symbols satisfy the locality constraint. However, an explicit construction of optimal scalar LRCs with all-symbols locality is known only for the case n = M r (r + δ − 1) [11] , [18] . Towards optimal scalar LRCs for broader range of parameters, given field size |F| > Mn M , [11] establishes the existence of scalar codes with all-symbols locality for the setting when (r + δ − 1)|n. In this paper, we provide an explicit construction of optimal scalar LRCs with all-symbols locality relaxing the restriction of (r + δ − 1)|n.
The following upper bound on the minimum distance of (r, δ = 2, α) LRCs and a construction of codes that attain this bound was presented in [10] :
In the sequel, we generalize this bound for any δ ≥ 2 and present (r, δ, α) LRCs that attain this bound.
D. Maximum Rank Distance Codes
The construction presented in this paper involves a precoding step, where the file is encoded using an optimal rankmetric code, called maximum rank distance code [21] , [22] . In this subsection, we present a brief introduction to rank-metric codes.
Let F q m be en extension field of F q . An element γ ∈ F q m can be represented as the vector [21] . Similar to Reed-Solomon codes, Gabidulin codes can be obtained by evaluation of polynomials, however, for Gabidulin codes a special family of polynomials, linearized polynomials, is used:
and a t = 0.
Remark 6. Note that evaluation of a linearized polynomial is an
with K message symbols as its coefficients, and g 1 , . . . , g N ∈ F q m are linearly independent over F q [21] .
linearized property of f (·) (Remark 6). This allows one to recover
, and therefore to reconstruct the message vector, by performing polynomial interpolation.
An MRD code C
Gab with minimum distance D can correct any D − 1 = N − K erasures, which we will refer as rank erasures. An algorithm for erasure correction of Gabidulin codes can be found e.g. in [24] .
E. Regenerating Codes
In their seminal work [1] , Dimakis et al. consider the setting, where a newcomer, a node that replaces a failed node, contacts d nodes, k ≤ d ≤ n − 1, during node repair and downloads β ≤ α symbols from each of these d nodes. Dimakis et al. model operation of a DSS using a multicasting problem over information flow graph. Using this approach, [1] characterizes the information theoretic trade off between repair bandwidth (γ = dβ) and per node storage (α) for DSS satisfying the maximum distance separable (MDS) or "any k out of n" property:
The codes that achieve this trade off are termed regenerating codes. Two classes of codes that correspond two extreme points of this trade off are known as minimum storage regenerating (MSR) codes and minimum bandwidth regenerating (MBR) codes, corresponding to minimum storage per node (i.e., α = M/k) and minimum possible repair bandwidth (γ = α) respectively. The former is obtained by first choosing a minimum storage per node (i.e., α = M/k), and then minimizing repair bandwidth satisfying (4), whereas the latter is obtained by first finding the minimum possible γ and then finding the minimum α in (4). For MSR codes, we have
. Regenerating codes that allow exact node repair, where the data on the regenerated node is the same as that stored on the failed node, are of particular interest. In this paper, we term MSR (MBR) codes with the ability to perform exact repair as exact-MSR (MBR) codes.
III. OPTIMAL LOCALLY REPAIRABLE CODES
In this section, we first derive an upper bound on the minimum distance of (r, δ, α) LRCs. Next, we propose a general code construction which attains the derived bound on d min . Our approach is to apply a two-stage encoding, where we use Gabidulin codes (a rank-metric analog of Reed-Solomon codes) along with MDS array codes. This construction can be viewed as a generalization of the construction proposed in [28] .
A. Upper Bound on d min for an (r, δ, α) LRC
We state a generic upper bound on the minimum distance d min of an (r, δ, α) LRC C of length n and dimension M. The bound generalizes the d min bound given in [10] for LRC with single local parity (δ = 2) to LRC with multiple local parities (δ ≥ 2).
Theorem 8.
For an (r, δ, α) LRC C over F of length n and dimension M, we have
Proof: We follow the proof technique of [9] , [10] . In particular, the proof involves construction of a set of nodes A for a locally repairable DSS such that total entropy of the symbols stored in A is less than M and
Theorem 8 then follows from Definition 1 and (6). Refer [29] for detailed proof. Remarkably, the above theorem establishes a trade off between node failure resilience (d min ) and per node storage (α), where α can be increased to obtain higher d min . This is of particular interest to design codes having both locality and high resilience to node failures.
Remark 9.
For the special case of δ = 2, this bound matches with the bound (3) presented in [10] . For the case of α = 1, the bound reduces to d min ≤ n−M+1+( M/r −1)(δ −1), which is coincident with the bound (2) presented in [11] .
B. Construction of d min -Optimal Vector LRCs
In this subsection we present a construction of an (r, δ, α) LRC with length n and dimension M, which attains the bound given in Theorem 8.
Construction I. Consider a file f over F = F q m of size M ≥ rα, where m will be defined in the sequel. We encode the file in two steps before storing it on DSS. First, the file is encoded using a Gabidulin code. The codeword of the Gabidulin code is then partitioned into local groups and each local group is then encoded using an MDS array code over F q . In particular, let M, n, r, δ, α be the positive integers such that r + δ − 1 < n and M ≥ rα. We denote by g = We denote the obtained code by C loc . and q ≥ (r + δ − 1), attains the bound (5) . [19] of α independent optimal scalar LRCs, obtained from Construction I.
We illustrate the construction of C loc in the following examples. First we consider the scalar case.
Example 14. Consider the following system parameters:
(M, n, r, δ, α) = (9, 14, 4, 2, 1).
Since n = a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 |b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , b 4 |c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) Next, we illustrate Construction I for a vector LRC.
Example 15. We consider a DSS with the following parameters:
(M, n, r, δ, α) = (28, 15, 3, 3, 4) . 36  and (a 1 , . . . , a 12 , b 1 , . . . , b 12 , c 1 , . . . , c 12 ) three groups (a 1 , . . . , a 12 ),  (b 1 , . . . , b 12 ), and (c 1 , . . . , c 12 ) . Encoded symbols in each group are stored on three storage nodes as shown in Fig. 2 . In the second stage of encoding, a [5, 3, 3, 4] q MDS array code over F q is applied on each local group to obtain δ − 1 = 2 parity nodes per local group. The coding scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
By Remark 10, any 4 node failures correspond to at most 8 rank erasures in the corresponding codeword of C Gab . Since the minimum rank distance of C Gab is 9, these node erasures can be corrected by C Gab , and thus the minimum distance of C loc is exactly 5. 
IV. REPAIR BANDWIDTH EFFICIENT LOCALLY REPAIRABLE CODES
In this section, we present the hybrid codes, which allow for local repairs while minimizing repair bandwidth for given locality parameters. We combine MRD codes with regenerating codes to obtain these codes.
As pointed out in Section II-C, LRCs allow for naïve repair process, where a newcomer can repair a failed node by contacting r nodes in its local group and downloading all symbols stored on these r nodes. Following the line of work of bandwidth efficient repair in DSS due to [1] , we allow a newcomer to contact d ≥ r nodes in its local group and to download only β ≤ α symbols from each of these d nodes in order to repair the failed node. The motivation behind this is to lower the repair bandwidth of an LRC. The main idea here is to apply a regenerating code in each local group. (We note that, in a parallel and independent work, Kamath et al. [19] also proposed utilizing regenerating codes to perform efficient local repairs.).
First, we provide an upper bound on the amount of data that can be stored in a locally repairable DSS while supporting a given repair bandwidth (dβ) and the maximum possible failure resilience (i.e., maximum minimum distance). Next, we present d min -optimal codes, which attain this bound by applying an MSR code in each local group instead of an MDS array code in the second step of Construction I.
A. File Size Upper Bound for Repair Bandwidth Efficient LRCs
In the rest of this section, we restrict ourselves to LRCs that have the maximum possible minimum distance as described in (5) . We also assume for simplicity that (r + δ − 1)|n. We remark that, for (r + δ − 1)|n, the upper bound on minimum distance for LRCs given in (5) is achievable only if the code have disjoint local groups [29] . Accordingly, we provide a file size bound for the disjoint case. (See Fig. 3.) Any failed node in a particular local group is repaired by contacting d remaining nodes within that group, where r ≤ d ≤ r + δ − 2. During the node repair process a newcomer DC Source Next, we perform the standard min-cut max-flow based analysis for locally repairable DSS by mapping it to a multicasting problem on a dynamic information flow graph. (The information flow graph representing a locally repairable DSS is a modification of the information flow graph for classical DSS analyzed in [1] and is first introduced in [10] for naïve repair, where the newcomer contacts r nodes.) Each data collector contacts n − d min + 1 storage nodes for data reconstruction. Consider n − d min + 1 = g (r + δ − 1) + h, for some h < r + δ − 1. Here, to minimize the cut over the flow graph (see Fig. 3 ), we consider that the DC connects to all the nodes in g number of groups, and connects to an additional group with h nodes. Within each group contacted by the DC, we consider a repair scenario similar to [1] in order to obtain a lower cut value. Thus, from (4), we obtain the following file size upper bound for LRCs. 
Note that according to Definition 2 of an (r, δ, α) LRC, any set of r nodes has at most rα independent symbols. Now we assume that any set of r nodes has exactly rα independent symbols. Note that the construction of Section III applying MDS array codes in each local group has this property. However, to have a local repair bandwidth efficient code, we apply an (r + δ − 1, r, d, α, β) MSR code with a file of size rα in each local group. Such a code will be called MSR-LRC. Similar to the analysis given in [1] for the classical setup, the parameters of MSR-LRC need to satisfy
and
and the bound in (7) reduces to
where h is as defined in Theorem 17. This establishes the file size upper bound for bandwidth efficient d min -optimal LRCs applying MSR codes in each local group.
B. Optimal MSR-LRC
In the following we prove that the code presented in Section III-B, when an MSR code is employed for the second encoding stage, achieves the bound (9) if α|M. We establish this claim in the following theorem. Proof: Lets assume that α|M. Then, we can write M = α(α 1 r + β 1 ), for some integers 0 ≤ α 1 , β 1 , s.t. β 1 ≤ r − 1. Then, by (5),
• This establishes that C loc , when an MSR code is used to generate its local parities, attains the bound given in (9) . [6] ) in each group instead of an MDS array code. For these parameters, h = 1, and by (9) , M ≤ 2 · 3 · 4 + 1 · 4 = 28, thus the code attains the bound (9) . Moreover, each failed node can be repaired bandwidth efficiently as an exact-MSR code is used within each local group.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper studies the problem of designing LRCs for distributed storage systems. We characterized the resilience (minimum distance) vs. per node storage trade-off for such codes. We then presented a novel construction for vector LRCs that are optimal in the sense they achieve this trade off for a wide range of parameters. This construction is based on MRD codes. As a special case of these vector LRCs, this construction gives optimal scalar LRCs in the range of parameters, where explicit scalar LRCs were previously unknown.
We then introduced the notion of minimizing repair bandwidth for locally repairable DSS and provided a bound on file size, the amount of data that can be stored on DSS, for a given repair bandwidth. We specialized this bound to MSR-LRC, where restriction of LRC to a local group is an MSR code. We further showed that the MRD based construction for LRCs, presented in this paper, can also be used to design codes that are file size optimal.
A similar construction for vector LRC also allows to design optimal MBR-LRC [30] . On the similar note, following the mechanism given in [19] , scalar LRCs presented in this paper can also be used to design novel MBR-LRC.
The MRD (in particular, Gabidulin) precoding utilized in this paper also has applications in the security context. In particular, the issue of designing secure locally repair DSS against passive eavesdropping attack is studied in [29] , where classical secret sharing scheme [31] is combined with vector locally repairable codes presented in this paper in order to characterize secrecy capacity of locally repairable DSS. In addition, utilizing MRD precoding, security in DSS with cooperative repairs (where multiple failures repaired simulataneously) against passive eavesdropper is studied in [32] , and codes for security against active eavesdroppers are proposed in [28] .
